MONOD, a Collaborative Tool for Manipulating Biological Knowledge
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Summary

We describe an open source software tool called MONOD, for Modeler’s Notebook and Datastore, designed to capture and communicate knowledge generated during the process of building models of many-component biological systems. We used MONOD to construct a model of the pheromone response signaling pathway of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. MONOD allowed the accumulation, documentation, and exchange of data, valuations, assumptions, and decisions generated during the model building process. MONOD thus helped preserve a record of the steps taken on the path between from the experimental data to the computable model. We believe that MONOD and its successors may streamline the processes of building models, communicating with other researchers, and managing and manipulating biological knowledge. "Collaborative annotation"—fine-grained, structured, searchable communication enabled by software tools of this type—could positively affect the practice of biological research.
Introduction

A great deal is known about the components and functions of intracellular biological systems [1,2]. One tool for understanding multi-component systems is to construct, simulate and analyze computable representations, or models, of them [3]. The task of constructing computable models of biological systems would be aided by a greater ability to capture and document the assumptions and decisions that arise during model construction, and by enabling groups of scientists to participate in and review the process of model building and scientific discovery.

To better understand the current process of building models of natural biological systems, first consider how experimental scientists write papers on their work. They use their judgment, a combination of explicit reasoning, tacit knowledge [4], and intuition, to selectively include some experimental results, while excluding others. Scientists shape the included results into an explanatory narrative that, in many cases, incorporates an explicit rationalization for how the system they describe came to be the way it is [5]. In the biological literature, such narratives are typically expressed in natural language, and make use of accompanying diagrams or cartoons, figures and tables of experimental data that support key points, and descriptions of the methods used to generate and analyze the experimental data. These narratives typically do not describe the criteria used to include data and, by definition, do not incorporate excluded data.

Next, consider that modelers of biological systems use their judgment to select facts from these narratives to include in their models. Modelers interpret and synthesize experimental results, make assumptions, resolve ambiguities and contradictions, and iteratively test and refine their models to match experimental data as closely as possible. They typically represent facts and interpretations using some mathematical formalism suitable for simulation, for example, sets of elementary rate equations. Model-building produces its own narratives, in the sense that, in building the model, the modeler develops chains of reasoning supporting a mental representation of the system. As with narratives of experimental results, the resulting models typically do not include descriptions of the criteria used to include data, nor, again, by definition, do they incorporate excluded data.

Modeling narratives are thus frequently both private and implicit. For example, a reaction rate used in a particular model might come from a modeler's best estimate, based on measured values of related reactions. In many cases, the reasoning and judgment that the modeler used to arrive at such an estimate
might in the long run be more valuable than the model itself. But as long as it is recorded only in a personal lab notebook or computer file, the work that went into the estimate cannot be retrieved, examined, or refuted.

This inability to examine intermediate assumptions makes it difficult to evaluate and compare models to one another, or to the experimental data on which they are based. It also makes it difficult to alter or reuse models without inadvertently violating some of the assumptions, or to update them consistently in the face of new experimental results — a difficulty that increases with the number of components included in the model. Further, this current process of model-building in isolation does not facilitate a seemingly desirable outcome, the ability of investigators to work with preexisting models in a common framework, searching, simulating, linking, and merging them as appropriate [6].

Here, we sought to bridge the gap between the biological literature and computable models, and to facilitate the documentation and exchange of the expert knowledge used to construct models. We did this by developing a software tool, MONOD, that combines the structure of a limited formal language with the \textit{ad hoc} flexibility of natural language narratives. This hybrid approach to knowledge representation may be particularly appropriate for rapid communication of ongoing work within communities of scientific researchers.

Description of MONOD and how users interact with it

MONOD stands for "Modeler's Notebook and Datastore". The name deliberately evokes the memory of Jacques Monod, a pioneering molecular biologist whose abstraction of the relevant details from his work with bacterial lactose metabolism enabled him and François Jacob to devise the "operon model", which correctly describes how many bacterial genes are regulated [7]. MONOD (in the current version, 1.5) is an interactive web application: it runs on a server, and users interact with it through a standard web browser (Figure 1). Data are stored in a conventional relational database. MONOD makes use of numerous open source software products to map data to object-oriented data structures for the programmer and to present it to the user through the web interface. The scope of an individual MONOD installation can vary from one that serves a single user to one that serves a research community.

The first implementation and populated database focuses on the signal transduction pathway that governs the response of budding yeast (\textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae}) to mating pheromone. The early steps of this pathway are effected by biochemical reactions among a small number of proteins. The database
includes information about molecular species and interactions between them (such as binding, dissociation, and posttranslational modification). This structure closely matches the natural language descriptions used by biologists to describe intracellular signal transduction pathways. Data representation is "fine grained": particles of entered information can be quite small, but multiple pieces of data are easily linked together.

Features of MONOD relevant to an individual user of the program

MONOD allows a user to define a set of molecular species and associated reactions. A species can be a monomeric molecule, for example "protein A", or a complex of molecules, for example "protein A bound to protein B". The interface provides forms for describing states of post-translational modification such as phosphorylation, and allows reactions to depend on such states and to change them.

The species detail page displays links to the reactions in which the species participates (whether as an input, output, or catalyst); keywords with which the species is associated (e.g. kinase cascade or gene expression); links to models, experiments, and journal papers that include the species; any described post-translational modification states; species abundance and subcellular localization; and user notes or commentary. Alternate names may be recorded for each species and associated with specific systems of
nomenclature. For proteins in *S. cerevisiae*, links to detail pages in external databases such as the Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) [8], Entrez [9,10], SwissProt [11], PIR [12], YPD [13], and MIPS [14] are automatically established and displayed.

MONOD uses a general representation for reactions and other processes. A *process* consists of a set of *effects*, where each effect describes the participation of one molecule of a species in the process and the role it plays (i.e., input, output, or catalyst), taking into account the modification state of the molecule and its location within the cell. This structure provides a consistent framework to represent different kinds of intracellular processes, including enzymatic reactions, protein complex formation, passive and active transport processes, and diffusion. For example, in MONOD a hypothetical dimerization reaction \( A + B \rightarrow C \) is a process with three effects: it removes one molecule of \( A \) (from the plasma membrane, say, and only if it is phosphorylated), and removes one molecule of \( B \) (from the cytosol), and ejects one molecule of \( C \) (into the plasma membrane, and in a certain modification state). Similarly, a hypothetical nuclear export process has four effects: it removes a molecule from the nucleus, places it in the cytosol, and hydrolyses ATP in the process, and this occurs only if a transport protein is present in the nuclear membrane (a requirement represented as a fourth effect).

To every reaction, species, state, or other object, the user can attach annotations, including citations and keywords. This capability is quite general: annotations can consist of text and attached files (such as images, movies, data tables, or other file types), annotations can be searched, and annotations can be annotated. For instance, a user might want to explain how an estimate for the number of molecules of a certain protein in an average cell was derived. The detail page for that estimate will show the annotation explaining the underlying experiments or reasoning, along with any supporting citations or graphics. Further users might add competing estimates for the same value, each with its own distinct annotations and citations. In the specific case of citations, MONOD automatically imports full references from PubMed, given a PubMed ID or journal, volume and page. The user can also select references to be imported using the integrated PubMed search tool. MONOD will download PDF versions of the selected papers when available, gaining access through the user’s electronic journal subscriptions as necessary. In the specific case of keywords, for example "journal club" or "G protein", the user can access the "keyword detail" page to browse journal club papers, or entries involving G proteins. Once data and annotations have been entered, users can search the database using a standard text search box, and browse the database contents by clicking on links between records.
MONOD also represents entire models, defined here as specific subsets of the entire set of species and reactions stored in the database. MONOD imports and exports these models using the Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) Level 2 [15,16], a standard XML-based exchange format. This feature allows models developed in other environments (for example, graphical model building programs) to be loaded into MONOD, and conversely allows models developed in MONOD to be exported to simulators and visualization programs. MONOD also communicates within the BioSpice Dashboard environment (Kenneth Koster, personal communication; http://www.biospice.org), a software package that allows investigators to graphically specify and automate data flows among a large collection of programs useful for simulating and analyzing biological systems.

Features of MONOD relevant to interaction among multiple users

MONOD provides a medium for structured communication among its users. By allowing users to make entries into the system visible to others, the program allows investigators to construct models collaboratively and to discuss them. For example, suppose researchers disagree on the value of a reaction rate; in this case, the disagreement will be recorded, and will become apparent when browsing the accumulated entries in MONOD. The program can also be used as a typical web discussion forum, allowing users to reply to one another’s postings. Access to such discussions (indeed, to any data or annotations in the system) can be restricted to specific groups of users through a fine-grained privilege system. The program requires users to log in with a username and password, and tracks this information throughout each session. When creating or editing a record, the user can specify which individuals or groups may view the entry, modify it, or grant privileges on it to others. For example, a user might enter an idea as a private annotation. She might subsequently release it to designated individuals and, still later, to all users of that instance of MONOD, thereby "publishing" the information within that microcosm.

MONOD also incorporates a revision control system, similar in concept to the Concurrent Versions System (CVS) [17] that is widely used to coordinate the development of software projects. Like CVS, MONOD retains every revision of every record, along with a time and date stamp and the name of the user who made the revision. Normally, users only see the most current revisions of records, but they may choose to view any record from any time in the past. The revision control system allows the program to capture disagreements, and allows users to explore the history of such disagreements by studying branches of the revision tree. As researchers modify different records over time, this aspect of the program will provide a primary record of how the understanding of a biological system develops.
Example in practice: Alpha pathway ODE model

We used MONOD to capture biological knowledge about the yeast pheromone signal transduction pathway and to document assumptions used in building a computational model of the pathway. We subsequently built a chemical reaction model in Matlab, consisting of a series of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs), describing dynamic changes in the amounts of each molecular species over time. Currently the pheromone response model includes 300 rate equations, 108 different rate constants, and 1749 distinct elementary chemical reactions.

To do so, we first assembled information and assumptions from the literature into MONOD in the form of annotations linked to the species and reactions being studied. With the information assembled, we examined how it might be used to construct an ODE model. This examination helped us identify gaps in our knowledge of the pathway, and increased our awareness of how many of the needed assumptions went beyond the available evidence.

We then used MONOD to help construct a model of the pheromone response pathway. We illustrate this process by describing the work involved in representing the first reaction in the pathway: the binding of pheromone to the cell surface receptor Ste2. In cells not exposed to pheromone, the receptor is bound to the G protein, and the α subunit (Gpa1) of this trimeric protein is bound to GDP. The binding of pheromone to Ste2 stimulates the exchange of GDP for GTP on Gpa1 and also Gpa1’s dissociation from its other two partners. At an extracellular pH lower than 7 and in low ionic strength, pheromone binds to the receptor whether or not the receptor is bound to the G protein [18]. For the model, we had to decide whether to represent the binding affinity as a binary switch, dependent on the presence of the G protein (assuming a pH greater than 7 or high ionic strength) or as constant under all circumstances. Since the yeast are grown in the lab at low pH and ionic strength, we decided to posit that the binding affinity between pheromone and Ste2 was constant. We then modeled the interaction as a second-order association reaction and first-order dissociation reaction. We assigned the interaction $K_d$ value of 4 nM, which we selected as a consensus from the literature [18,19,20,21,22]. We similarly arbitrarily estimated the association rate as $3 \times 10^5 \text{ M} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ (within the range of experimentally observed rates of $10^5$ to $10^7 \text{ M} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$ [23]), which resulted in a dissociation rate of $1.2 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}$.

We proceeded through the rest of the pathway in a similar manner, recording each step of the process in MONOD. While this narrative account of the process of model writing is linear, our actual work
was iterative, with many cycles of recording and synthesizing results extracted from the literature, filling in the gaps with assumptions, and attempting to assess the likelihoods of different proposed mechanisms. MONOD supported this style of working by enabling us to browse and search accumulated knowledge of the pathway and by allowing incremental annotations as the model developed.

END SIDEBAR

Development now in progress

*Enabling a network of peer-to-peer MONOD servers.*

In the present version of MONOD, collaboration is possible only between users of the same instance of the program, and remote users need to access the single server that runs it. If MONOD proves to be a useful knowledge sharing mechanism and the number of people using it increases, we could imagine creating a single, central, MONOD server. However, at present we believe that a linked network of distributed servers will be more secure, faster, and more reliable. In this vision, a future MONOD network would grow organically as more labs establish and maintain individual servers. This development path should better address security concerns, since private data can be stored on a local server under the physical control of laboratory that generates it, thereby ensuring local control of who accesses the data (for example, any users outside the lab group might be prevented from accessing certain data, perhaps with an exception for one trusted collaborator who backs up the data on a remote server). This architecture should also give better performance, since users would interact primarily with their local servers, which will intelligently cache remote data. In this architecture, an individual interacting with a local server will have the illusion of accessing a single worldwide database.

*Extension of the database schema to handle binding sites on proteins, protein complexes, and quantitative parameters.*

Knowledge representation programs like MONOD require a specific database schema that reflects the structure of that specific knowledge. MONOD’s current representation of biological knowledge is "reaction-centric", rather than explicitly involving space or geometry. But the current database schema does not yet formally represent several important aspects of even this limited view of intracellular processes. In particular, while it is possible to represent association reactions at the level of molecular species, MONOD does not yet track individual sites on proteins that form complexes with other proteins.
That deficiency requires the representation of multi-protein complexes as distinct molecular species, and the enumeration of all the different sequences or pathways of association reactions that are able to produce those complexes. But, given even a small number of complex forming proteins and different modification states, the very large numbers of possible complexes make enumeration impractical [24].

To solve this problem, we are making use of lessons learned from the development of Moleculizer, a stochastic reaction network generator and simulator [25]. Moleculizer uses its representation of individual binding sites to construct complexes only as those arise in the course of a simulation. Future versions of MONOD will represent binding sites in the same way, allowing the program to automatically assemble all complexes that are consistent with the set of possible binding site interactions and known constraints on those interactions.

We are also trying to solve the related problems of the representation of different protein conformational states, modification states, and "states of activity". Some protein conformations and modification states occur only when a protein is a member of certain complexes. Moreover, one "state of activity", complex membership, cannot sensibly be attributed to individual proteins but rather must be shared by all members of a protein complex (Ron Maimon, personal communication). Finally, we are extending the schema of the MONOD database to accommodate the quantitative parameters and rate laws required for quantitative simulations.

Integration of MONOD with other software tools.

Currently MONOD allows for import and export of data via SBML. We wish to allow the export of MONOD models to the Moleculizer stochastic reaction network generator and simulator. For these purposes, the current version of SBML (Level 2) is insufficient, and we are modifying MONOD to work with the planned SBML Level 3. We are also working to enable MONOD to archive results of simulation runs from Moleculizer and eventually from other simulators. Finally, we plan to allow the use of Gene Ontology (GO) terms [26,27] and ontology keywords from future versions of Textpresso [28] to enable improved searching, improved linking to external databases, and improved integration of imported data and models.
Development of a graphical user interface.

We initially implemented MONOD as a web application because doing so allowed remote users to access it easily via standard browsers. But we found that the web interface is cumbersome; many mouse clicks are required to accomplish any given task, and the resulting delays are frustrating to the user. The functionality this type of interface can offer is inherently limited. For this reason, we are developing a desktop graphical user interface (GUI) client, called MONOD Desktop (a beta version is now available). This client communicates with a backing MONOD server, but provides a more fluid and dynamic user interface [29,30], with contextual pop-up menus, drag-and-drop capabilities, and better navigation.

MONOD Desktop includes four primary components: a search interface; an annotation editor, allowing connection of a single annotation to multiple species or processes by drag-and-drop; a diagrammatic model editor using the Kohn molecular interaction notation [31,32]; and a “workspace navigator” for quick access to favorite items and work in progress (Figure 2).

![MONOD Desktop](image)

Figure 2. A view of MONOD Desktop, a graphical user interface for working with information on a MONOD server. This interface allows searching, browsing, and editing data more fluidly than is possible through the web interface, and additionally allows users to draw diagrams of reaction networks.
Discussion

We have described the development and first three years of work on MONOD. This software tool embodies a number of ideas for knowledge representation articulated by one of the authors [33] and by others [34,35] during the 1990s. The program facilitates user-guided extraction from literature of information relevant for building quantitative models and qualitative representations of intracellular events. It provides a shared repository of knowledge organized around a network of relationships between molecular species, the reactions they undergo, their modification states, cellular compartments in which they are found, citations, and various other properties. It affords an extraordinarily flexible means for affixing comments and supporting information (including images, PDFs, and links to external databases) to this data structure. The information handled can be as detailed as the user wishes. MONOD thus exemplifies a data structure that allows storage, modification, and retrieval of knowledge at an organizational level intermediate between the rigid framework provided by a more conventional database and the free form allowed in the natural language literature. While MONOD is at present best suited to represent signal transduction pathways, we are working work to extend its data schema.

The initial motivation for building MONOD was to aid in constructing computable models of biological behavior. The resulting program has some features in common with projects such as ProcessDB [36] and SigPath [37], but its design more explicitly supports the documentation of reasoning and inferences, the interactive elaboration and discussion of ideas, and collaboration. We have demonstrated in one test case that MONOD serves as a useful repository of information used to build a computational model and as a tool to document judgments and choices made during the course of building the model. This form of documentation helped us organize our work during the iterative construction of the model, helped us interpret the results of simulations based on the model, and we believe it will be a useful reference as we and others revise it.

Taken together, MONOD's communications, security, and revision control components, as well as its fine-grained structure, also make it a novel medium for structured communication and discourse. Use of MONOD should help integrate the efforts of multiple researchers with different expertise, and help bring about models that are larger, more detailed, more transparent, and more up-to-date than those commonly produced by single individuals. Accumulated entries in MONOD may, for some purposes, complement the role now filled by review articles, by allowing users to quickly survey current thinking on specialized
topics. These sorts of communication capabilities might complement those provided by journal publications, email, phone calls, conference talks, and personal conversations.

For the possible positive outcome of MONOD's data structure and communications ability to be realized, individual users must perceive personal benefit from entering data into it. At present we imagine three such benefits. First, an individual building a model needs to keep track of what he or she knows about the system being modeled, so a tool that supports model building should be valuable per se. Second, as is true in scientific writing, the process of formalizing knowledge in MONOD should help the users see connections between facts or gaps in current knowledge that were previously overlooked. Third, increased understanding and productivity resulting from structured communications with labmates, collaborators, and the community at large might motivate researchers to participate, in the same way that they are motivated now to use email or to attend conferences.
We hope that the use of tools like MONOD might contribute to the development of a more collaborative culture in biology (Figure 3). Although it is by no means clear (or desirable) that most biology will evolve toward a "big science" model, it does seem clear that some biology—from genome sequencing work, to most work in corporations—will require teams of investigators. In general, we imagine that technology that facilitates interaction, communication, fact checking, and attribution of ideas will have a positive effect on this "conventional" biological culture. It has already had a positive effect on the coalition research effort for which it was designed and built. Moreover, as the new discipline of design-based engineering of biological systems (sometimes called "synthetic biology") emerges [38,39], we imagine that biological engineers will use tools like MONOD to facilitate collaborative work on projects, just as software engineers now use collaboration tools such as SourceForge [40]) and CVS. For engineering purposes, tools to help structure communication are particularly helpful, because successful engineering of biological, mechanical, or electronic systems benefits from communication that employs
standard formal representations of their behavior (as required, for example, by the MIT Registry of Standard Biological Parts (http://parts.mit.edu)).

MONOD offers a means of documenting and communicating about research to those provided by the formal academic literature. One set of complementary capabilities may lie in its communication functions. In the traditional style of scholarly communication, the accretion of knowledge proceeds by a natural language discussion, carried out over a period of years, and mainly in print. In comparison, communication through MONOD should lower the bar to providing structured commentary and new information, and should facilitate interaction among researchers in different spatial locations and positions within the scientific hierarchy. This communication and elaboration of information can occur in near real time. Furthermore, most of the knowledge scientists generate is never published in the formal literature. This knowledge includes but is not limited to strong negative results, weak negative results, weak positive results, experience with laboratory techniques that may be useful but did not generate published results, and confirmations of previous findings. This kind of knowledge is now propagated primarily as an oral culture, or worse, is lost entirely. MONOD and tools like it should allow researchers to make this information available to the community without stigma. We expect that the aggregation of such results and experiences from many researchers will show how valuable this information might become.

Another set of complementary capabilities might lie in MONOD's data structure. In contrast to the large, slowly updated blocks of information contained in individual journal papers and books, MONOD represents information as a large number of smaller connected pieces, each of which can be independently updated [33,41,42]. In Eric Raymond's metaphor, we might think of books and journal articles as "cathedrals" and MONOD as a "bazaar" [43]. MONOD is in this sense like a Wiki, a system for collaboratively editing a set of interlinked web pages [44] (see also http://www.wiki.org and http://www.wikipedia.org for a large-scale example), with the distinction that MONOD benefits from an organizational structure specific to its problem domain of molecular biology. While information in MONOD will often be rooted in primary literature, its fine-grained data representation makes it easy to browse and to search, and these attributes may make biological knowledge more accessible to those not comfortable reading the textbooks and primary literature (for example, students and people coming from engineering backgrounds). But we also note that nothing in the fine grained data representation prevents future investigators from selecting a set of linked results, submitting those to future "journal editors" for
peer review, "publishing" the linked results to the database, and having a higher value ascribed to these bodies of work.

This data-structure and communication ideas embodied in MONOD may have application outside of biology. It is possible that other kinds of knowledge-based activities, including the detection and management of infectious diseases, the work of ecologists tracking changes in population structures, the work of news-gathering organizations, or the work of government and nonprofit agencies on international development issues, would benefit from the use of collaborative knowledge management systems of this type.

Methods

We wrote MONOD in Java 1.4 using a number of well-known and well-tested open source software entities: the PostgreSQL relational database management system (http://www.postgres.org), the Apache web server (http://www.apache.org), the Resin-EE Java application server (http://www.caucho.com), Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) (http://java.sun.com/products/ebp), Xdoclet (http://www.xdoclet.org), and the eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) (http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt). In MONOD, these software entities work together to translate web-based activities into commands that store and retrieve information in the relational database. All components of the system are freely downloadable and will run on Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows.

The MONOD Desktop GUI is written in Java Swing, and can be started directly from a web page using the Java Web Start technology (http://java.sun.com/products/javawebstart). It communicates with the MONOD server using Resin’s Hessian binary RPC protocol (http://www.caucho.com/hessian).

We show the schema of the database that now underpins MONOD in the entity-relationship diagram in figure 4. The most important point about this schema is that it is adapted to descriptions of biological systems that can be reduced to named molecular species and the reactions they undergo. At the same time, because many generic functions are associated with a “Coreobject” table from which all others inherit, we and others can extended this schema to include different kinds of biological knowledge. If, for example, we were to add a “Sequence” table (also inheriting from “Coreobject”) to represent nucleic acid sequences, then sequence records would automatically support all of the generic functions: textual annotations, citations, user permissions, and so on.
MONOD was first released in April 2002, under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) [45]. Its source code may be freely downloaded (from http://monod.molsci.org) and modified. As of this writing, the current version is 1.5.
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